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Abstract
In this case study, we developed a theoretical framework for examining the relationship between acculturation
strategy and educational adaptation. By interviews and observations of one Chinese visiting scholar’s family in
the United States, we found that the family utilized integration as the acculturation strategy to adapt to the US
educational environment. However, we also found that the family’s perceived integration attitudes and behaviors
were opposed to its actual integration attitudes and behaviors, which we called integration paradoxes. These
integration paradoxes included the following four areas: a) cultural difference; b) academic and non-academic
problem solving; c) academic expectations; and d) bicultural competence. The findings indicated potential
moderated and/or mediated effects of the four integration paradoxes on the relationship between integration and
educational adaptation.
Keywords: acculturation strategy, integration paradox, educational adaptation, visiting scholar
1. Introduction
1.1 Chinese Visiting Scholar
In 1984, China started a Visiting Scholar Program. The program intends to improve the academic competency of
Chinese scholars and strengthen the intercollegiate collaboration between China and other countries. By working
collaboratively with selected overseas universities, the China’s National Department of Education selects
exceptional Chinese scholars and researchers for short-term collaborative research projects in overseas
universities. Being selected as a visiting scholar is a recognition of the scholar's academic prominence in the
field.
The visiting scholar is typically defined as either a faculty member affiliated with a higher education institution
or an independent scholar affiliated with a non-profit research organization in China. The length of stay for a
visiting scholar in the hosting university ranges from a couple of months to a year, with the possibility of
extension, depending on the research project.
Most visiting scholars bring their families to the host countries. Their children are also enrolled temporarily in
schools of the host countries. Unlike regular Chinese immigrants, the visiting scholars and their families have
only temporary exposure to the host culture as they will return to China after the visiting period. However, they
still undergo cultural learning and changes in attitudes and behaviors when their culture of origin interacts with
the host culture. Thus, they are expected to have both similar and different acculturation experiences from
regular Chinese immigrants.
1.2 Acculturation Strategy
Acculturation is defined as the psychosocial adaptation of members of one culture after interaction with another
culture (Burnam, Telles, Karno, Hough, & Escobar, 1987). Acculturating individuals must deal with issues of
language, cultural characteristics, legal status, and interpersonal beliefs in the acculturation process (Finch,
Kolody, & Vega, 2000; Romero & Roberts, 2003).
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Accordingg to Berry’s (19997) seminal ffour-acculturattion strategy m
model, immigrrants and ethniic minorities utilize
four distinnct acculturatioon strategies. IIndividuals andd groups are liikely to have vvarying attituddes and accordingly
varying beehaviors towarrds these four w
ways of accultturating. Thesee acculturationn attitudes and behaviors together
comprise aacculturation strategies
s
(Berrry, 1997). The distinction am
mong the four acculturation sstrategies are based
b
on the neegotiation of two underlyinng issues: a) cultural maiintenance: thee extent to w
which acculturrating
individuals and groups identify them
mselves with thhe host culturre as opposed their origin cculture; b) culltural
contact: thhe extent to whhich acculturatting individuaals and groups wish to involvve in the host culture as opp
posed
to their oriigin culture.
The negottiation of the two
t
issues resuults in four accculturation strrategies: assim
milation (high identification with
the host cuulture), separaation (high ideentification witth the culture oof origin), inteegration (high identification with
both culturres), or marginnalization (low
w identificationn with both culltures). Amongg the four accuulturation strategies,
integrationn is identified by
b researcherss as the most ddesirable one fo
for acculturatinng individuals and groups to have
positive accculturative ouutcomes (Berryy, 2003; Berry & Sam, 1997)). See Figure 1 below:

Figure 11. Berry’s Fourr Acculturationn Strategy Moddel
1.3 Educattional Adaptattion
Education context is onee of the most im
mportant settinngs for ongoinng and continuual acculturatioon. “Schools ca
an be
mmigrant children.
viewed as a miniature society of settleement and reppresent and inttroduce the new culture to im
b seen as a prrimary task, aand as a highlyy important ouutcome, of thee cultural transsition
School adaptation can be
process.” ((Berry, Poortinnga, Breugelm
mans, Chasiotis, & Sam, 20111, p. 326).
Educational Adaptation occurs for im
mmigrant and etthnic minorityy children and their families after the child
dren’s
acculturatiion in schoolss of the host country. Eduucational Adapptation refers to the changges taken plac
ce in
acculturatiing children annd their familiees after educattion and schoooling in the host country. Chhanges will occ
cur at
both psychhological and socio-cultural
s
levels (Berry, 1997). Psychoological educaational adaptioon refers to intternal
psychological outcomes after acculturaation such as ssense of culturral identity in tthe school, eduucational/schooling
stress, sattisfaction of educational/scchooling expeeriences, acaddemic expectations, and eetc. Socio-culltural
educationaal adaption reffers to such exxternal psychological outcom
mes as solving educational/scchooling probllems,
dealing wiith peer- and teeacher- relationnships, and etcc.
Integrationn is consideredd among the foour acculturatioon strategies aas the most effeective one to bbring about possitive
educationaal adaptation (C
Conversely, m
marginalization is the least eff
ffective) (Berryy, Phineey, Sam
m, & Vedder, 2006).
2
By using the integratioon strategy, aacculturating cchildren and ttheir families are more poositive in attitu
udes,
accommoddating to dual cultures, and aactive in culturral learning. T
This will lead to positive eduucational adapttation
in the new
w socio-culturaal environmentts such as healthy relationshiips with peers and teachers, effective acad
demic
and non-aacademic problem solvingg, socio-culturrally accomm
modating educcational expecctations, and high
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motivationn for educationnal adaptation in the host couuntry.
2. Problem
m
Research oon acculturatioon focuses on general psychhological or soocio-cultural rrespects of accculturation, bu
ut has
rarely beenn process-focuused or domaiin-specific. Altthough Berry (1997) identiffied four accullturation strate
egies,
his model fails to descriibe the processs of how accullturating indivviduals and grooups use thesee strategies to adapt
a
to the new
w socio-cultural context. Foor example, hiis concept of integration dooes not cover how acculturrating
individuals integrate duaal cultures or w
what problems they encounteer in integratinng dual culturess.
Also, reseearch is scarcee regarding thhe impact of aacculturation oon educationaal adaptation oof immigrants’ and
ethnic minnorities’ childdren in the hoost country. R
Research built upon the Berrry’s (1997) m
model has foc
cused
primarily oon a cross-culltural psycholoogy approach, including pattterns of accultturation (e.g., Berry et al., 2006;
2
Boski, 20008; Lee, Sobaal, & Frongilloo, 2003), impaact of individuual factors annd socio-culturral environmen
nt on
acculturatiion (e.g., Costtigan & Dokiss, 2006; Kuo & Roysircar, 2004), as weell as impact oof acculturatio
on on
physical annd mental health (e.g., Qin, 2007; Salant & Lauderdale, 2003). Howevver, few have ffocused on spe
ecific
domains oof acculturatioon, such as life, work orr education. IIt is especially less exploored regarding
g the
relationshiips among accculturation straategies, accultturation processs and the eduucation/schoolling experiences of
acculturatiing children annd their familiees.
3. Approaach
In order too address thesee gaps, we connducted a proccess-focused annd domain-speecific study onn how acculturrating
individuals used an accuulturation strateegy to adapt too the new educcation environm
ment. We probbed into the pro
ocess
of how accculturating inddividuals used an acculturatioon strategy andd what problem
ms they encounntered. We foc
cused
on one speecific domain of acculturatioon ─ education. Also, we beelieve that research on accuulturation should be
group-speccific in additioon to ethnic-sspecific. The m
majority of reesearch on Chinese ethnic ggroups has foc
cused
exclusivelyy on immigraants and refuggees yet none has casted a glance at a sppecial group ─ Chinese vissiting
scholars an
and their childrren. Given thaat the existingg models havee been typicallly empirically tested on Chinese
immigrantt and refugee populations
p
onnly, this study aaims to initiatee a piloting stuudy on how thhey characteriz
ze the
acculturatiion experiencee of visiting schholars and theiir children.
Figure 2 bbelow presentss the conceptuual model of tthis study. Guuided by Berryy’s (1997) accculturation stra
ategy
model, wee examined thee degree of culltural maintennance and cultuural contact of one visiting scholar’s famiily in
order to iddentify the accculturation strrategy it used for the child’s educationall adaptation inn the US. We then
examined how the accullturation strategy identified aaffected four aareas of educattional adaptatioon: 1) relationships
with peerss and teacherss; 2) academicc and non-acaademic probleem solving; 3)) academic exxpectations; an
nd 4)
motivationn for educationnal adaptation.
We begin with a pilotinng case study oon one typicall Chinese visitting scholar’s family. The puurpose of this case
study is too explore the relationship bbetween the accculturation sttrategy used bby the Chinesee visiting scho
olar’s
family andd the family’s educational
e
addaptation in thee US. Specificaally, two questtions guide thiss study:
1) W
What acculturattion strategy ddoes the Chinesse visiting schholar’s family uuse for its educcational adapta
ation
inn the US?
2) H
How does the acculturation
a
sttrategy influennce the family’’s educational adaptation in tthe US?

Figure 2.
2 Conceptual m
model for accuulturation strategy and educaational adaptatiion
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4. Method
4.1 Sample
One Chinese visiting scholar’s family from Beijing participated in this study. The father is an associate professor
in a 211-project university in Beijing and now a visiting scholar at the University of Michigan, Ann Abor. His
wife and son had accompanied him and stayed in the US for one year. The family was selected for this study
because it not only represented the general middle-class Chinese family, but also the typical Chinese visiting
scholar’s family in the US in terms of education background, family composition and socio-economic status.
Table 1 below presents the sample characteristics.
Table 1. Sample Characteristics
Family
Role

Gender

Age

Education

Length of Stay in

Occupation

Father

Male

35

PhD. in electrical engineering

Mother

Female

35

MA. in educational studies

Child

Male

7

in Beijing
Department Manager in a Chinese travel
company in Beijing

Kindergarten in China; first grade
in the US

the US

Associate professor in a 211-project university

N/A

1 year
1 year
1 year

The child is a 7 years-old boy and is the single child in the family. He had completed the kindergarten in China
and is now at the first grade of an elementary school in Ann Arbor, Michigan. It is noted that research has shown
gender difference in acculturation and educational adaptation such as school engagement (e.g. Rumbaut, 2005;
Qin, 2009), school stress (e.g. Hilario, VoJohnson & Saewyc, 2014), and intergenerational conflicts (e.g. Chung,
2001). However, recent research did not show much gender difference in parental expectations for Chinese
children (Qin, 2009). This is especially true for single-child Chinese families as the single child is the foci of the
family regardless of gender (Liu, 2006).
4.2 Analytical Strategy
Both interviews and observations were conducted to obtain the data. Table 2 below presents the details:
Table 2. Analytical strategy
Strategy
Interview

Participant
observation
Non-participant
observation

Setting

Instrument
Interview

The family’s home
The

family’s

home,

protocols
the

researchers’ places, restaurant,

knowledge related to acculturation strategy and
educational adaptation
The

Fieldnotes

and park.
The child’ school

Content
The parents’ and the child’s perceptions, opinions,

parents’

and

the

child’s

behaviors

and

inter-generational interaction related to acculturation
strategy and educational adaptation

Fieldnotes

The child’s school performance and interaction with
his peers and teachers.

First, the parents and the child were asked a set of interview questions separately, based on two different
interview protocols (See Appendix A, for detailed interview protocols). As indicated in Table 3 below, interviews
included two sets of questions: the first set of questions defined acculturation strategies. They were adapted from
previous acculturation research and modified for this study (Berry, 1980; Hurh & Kim, 1984). They included
questions related to attitudes and behaviors of cultural maintenance and cultural contact. The second set of
questions revolved around four topics on educational adaptation of both the child and the parents. The
semi-structured interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed and coded by the researchers.
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Table 3. Overview of interview protocols
Area

Content

Sample Question for Parents

Cultural maintenance
Acculturation

How often do you and your child socialize

Cultural contact

with American as opposed to Chinese?

Relationships with peers and
teachers

adaptation

maintain Chinese language and Chinese
culture in the US?

strategy

Educational

How important is it for your child to

How often do you speak Chinese as
opposed to English at home?
How often do you play or hang out with
your American friends as opposed to
Chinese friends?

What are the barriers that hinder your child

How do you like your teachers and peers

from better interaction with his teachers and

in the US school?

peers? Why?

Academic and non-academic
problem solving
Academic expectations
Motivation

Sample Question for Child

for

educational

adaptation in the US

Do you prefer to use the Chinese or the US

Whom do you seek help if you cannot

ways to help your child solve school

solve school problems by yourself? And

problems in the US? Any difference?

how do they help you?

What do you expect your child to be and do

What do you expect to be and do in the

in the future?

future?

How well do you expect your child to adapt
to the US education environment?

How do you like the school in the US?

Then, observations were conducted in different settings. As indicated in Table 2, observations included both
participant and non-participant observations. Participant observations were conducted in such settings as the
family’s home, the researchers’ places, restaurant and park. Information regarding the parents’ and the child’s
behaviors, conversations, interactions was obtained during dinner, game playing and casual chat. Non-participant
observations were the classroom observations conducted to examine the child’s school performance and
interaction with his peers and teachers.
Finally, we asked the parents a subsequent set of interview questions in order to confirm the data collected,
examine the initial categories derived from the data, and look for new properties and dimensions. The interviews
were conducted in Chinese, but observation fieldnotes were written in English.
5. Results
5.1 Acculturation Strategy: Integration
The interviews and observations indicated that both the parents and the child showed an acculturation strategy of
integration. They did not perceive much cultural difference between China and the United States. Thus, they did
not perceive many barriers to both maintain Chinese culture and contact the US culture.
The father stated that that given the backdrop of globalization the boundaries between cultures were blurry, as he
said:
“With the globalization, the modern social cultures overlap across national boundaries. For
instance, the typical western culture of independence, privacy, democracy, freedom is also
given primacy in China now. These values may originate from western cultures but are also
important in Chinese culture now…”
The mother pointed out that the “cultural difference” might be the “cultural tag” that people intentionally used to
distinguish national boundaries, as she said:
“We don’t feel an overwhelming cultural difference in the United States. Before [coming to
the US] we thought we would be overwhelmed by moving from a developing country to a
developed country; from a society of socialism, centralization, collectivism to a world of
capitalism, decentralization, and individualism. However, it did not turn out to be true. Is it
just cultural tag, rather than cultural difference?”
The parents had a thorough and unique understanding of Chinese culture. They did not perceive many
difficulties for cultural maintenance (of Chinese culture) when they were exposed to the US culture. The father
gave his perceptions of Chinese culture, as shown below:
“Culture is a complicated concept. Chinese culture is even more complicated. We cannot
simply generalize Chinese culture to Confucius, Dao, or Fa culture. Many people
misunderstand Chinese culture as Confucius culture, but they don’t know that the original
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Confucius and the politicized or secularized Confucius cultures are all different. Also, it
would be wrong to perceive all Chinese families as Confucius ... We are Chinese and we are
so proud to be Chinese, this will never change no matter where we are…”
Based on these cultural perceptions, the parents demonstrated positive attitudes toward cultural contact (with the
US culture). For example, they believed that discrimination for immigrants was an existing but a normal
phenomenon in the US. They even pointed out that foreigners in China might also encounter discrimination.
When they were asked about how the schools can better help the international and immigrant children adapt to
the US education environment, the father stated that:
“We feel the school [in the US] has done a lot. In some respects, the US schools have even
privileged international students. They provide supplementary education, like language
classes. They do care about the disadvantaged and minority groups and value individual
difference… The point is whether and how we as minority groups take these offers and
adapt ourselves to the new environment…”
The parents’ positive attitudes for cultural contact were conveyed to the child both explicitly and implicitly. The
child took initiatives to solve school problems in cultural contact. As indicated below:
“If they [his classmates] don’t understand me or make me unhappy, I will talk to them, and
let them know how I feel. I will say ‘you cannot treat me like this, we should be friends’ or
‘you cannot do this…’ However, if they don’t listen to me, I will let the teacher know and
teacher will talk to them… And then they will make changes and apologize to me. Finally,
we can be friends again.”
He was not only actively involved in cultural contact in the school, but also tried to influence the school
environment by his own identity and culture. An example is shown below:
“… The kids in my class don’t speak Chinese, so I taught them Chinese when I first came to
the school… Jessica doesn’t speak [Chinese] well, but I kept teaching her really hard and
then we can understand each other better.”
Overall, the family responded to the two criteria of Berry’s (1997) four-strategy model in a way of integration.
Both the parents and the child showed integration attitudes and behaviors. They did not perceive many obstacles
for maintaining Chinese identity and culture (cultural maintenance), attributive to their unperceived cultural
difference between the two countries. Also, they believed in active involvement in the US culture for educational
adaptation (cultural contact). With high identification with both cultures, the family used integration as the
acculturation strategy for its educational adaptation in the US.
5.2 Four Integration Paradoxes
We answered our first question by identifying integration as the acculturation strategy the family used to adapt to
the US education environment. In the following discussions, we seek answers to our second question regarding
the impact of integration on the family’s educational adaptation in the US. Our approach was to probe into the
process of how the family used integration for educational adaptation in the following four areas: 1)
relationships with peers and teachers; 2) academic and non-academic problem solving; 3) academic expectations;
and 4) motivation for educational adaptation. Our findings indicated that the impact of integration on the
family’s educational adaptation was influenced by four paradoxes. The family’s perceived integration attitudes
and behaviors were opposed to its actual integration attitudes and behaviors.
5.2.1 Integration Paradox 1: Unperceived Cultural Difference vs. Perceived Language Barriers
We found the first paradox in the family’s perception of cultural difference by observing the child’s interaction
with his teachers and peers in the school. As discussed early, the parents and the child held positive attitudes
toward cultural contact (with the US culture) attributive to their unperceived cultural difference. However, both
the interviews and classroom observations of the child indicated that his cultural contact in the school was
hindered by language barriers.
Research has shown that English proficiency is one of the greatest barriers for international students to excel not
only academically but also socio-culturally (Mori, 2000; Poyrazli, Arbona, Bullington, & Pisecco, 2001;
Stoynoff, 1997). Language barriers can impede students’ motivation for cultural contact (Chen, 1999; Mori, 2000)
and ability for social interaction (Poyrazli, Arbona, Nora, McPherson, & Pisecco, 2002). Moreover, they result in
acculturative stress (Baker & Al-Timimi, 2004; Dao, Lee, & Chang, 2007; Duru & Poyrazli, 2007; Poyrazli,
Kavanaugh, Sümer, Poyrazli, & Grahame, 2008; Yeh & Inose, 2003).
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Consistent with prior findings, the child faced great difficulties when he first joined the US school due to
language barriers. The parents memorized that the child was very excited for his first school day, but came home
with disappointment. He not only had difficulties understanding his peers, but also had a psychological gap
between being in the US school and the school in China. The child described following differences:
“Here [in the US], no one plays with me. I have to ask ‘what did you say?’, ‘what does it
mean?’ all the time. I don’t understand what they say and I have to ask them all the
time…In China, I have many friends, many, many, many friends and I don’t have any
problem understanding them…”
Although the parents stated that they did not perceive many cultural differences, they reported that English was a
barrier for the child to have close relationships with his peers. They reported that the child had very good social
skills. In the US school, however, his social abilities could not be displayed because of language barriers. The
mother said:
“The best quality of him [the child] is his social capacity. He knows well about how to
interact with other kids. He cares about his friends and always think in their shoes. That’s
why kids always like to play with him. He is like a leader among the kids. Even after the
school they would go to each other’s home and play together. However, here [in the US], he
always complains that nobody wants to play with him…”
Our observation of the child in the school showed that he was very different compared to what he was at home.
He was more active, talkative, and humorous when interacting with the researchers during the interviews when
all of us spoke Chinese. In contrast, he was more quiet in the classroom and seemed to interact more with
teachers than with his peers. In one written assignment, the child described his school life in China as below:
“As I do not have any siblings, I treat my schoolmates [in China] as brothers and sisters. I
played with them, helped them, comforted them, and protected them…”
Under China’s One Child Policy, each Chinese family is allowed to have only one child since the 1980s. The
literature and mass media is overflow with critiques of the single child for being selfish, uncooperative,
dependent and uncaring. However, this 7-year-old boy showed desire to “help,” “comfort,” and even “protect”
his friends. These verbs revealed his benevolence, thoughtfulness and responsibility. These virtues, which were
key for close relationships with his peers, could hardly be conveyed by his English level. Thus, language barriers
stymied the cultural contact of the child despite of unperceived cultural difference.
5.2.2 Integration Paradox 2: Chinese vs. US Problem-Solving Strategies
People feel more secure to use problem-solving strategies that are consistent with the socio-cultural norms. The
family had high identification with both cultures but faced a paradox in choosing the socio-culturally
accommodating problem-solving strategies in the US. They expected to learn the US ways but found the Chinese
ways more familiar and effective to solve problems. Learning of the US ways also required cognitive and
behavioral reconstruction which added burden to acculturation process. However, the Chinese ways engendered
them feelings of insecurity and unsustainability.
When the child was bullied by two boys in the US school, the mother fell into a paradox of choosing the best
strategy to help the child. She was familiar with the Chinese ways of solving similar problems but felt more
secure to follow the US ways so that they would not get into trouble. She described what happened before in
China:
“Once his [the child’s] teacher told us that he [the child] pushed another kid in the
kindergarten [in China], we were very sorry. We took a gift to the kid’s house and
apologized to the parents and the kid. The parents did not get mad. Then the two kids
started to play with each other right away. However, here [in the US] if a similar problem
happens, we don’t know if we should go to the teacher or the kid’s parents. We don’t know
if it is appropriate to do so…”
If similar problem happened in China, the parents knew that the most effective strategy would be talking to the
kids or to their parents directly. However, they had to be cautious in the US. They felt that the best way was to
avoid direct confrontations so as to avoid mistakes. The mother finally decided to help the child as a parent
volunteer. When she saw the two boys running to the child in the playground with an intention to push him, she
“pointed” and “showed a serious face” at them. Then the two boys ran away immediately. By “pointing” and
“showing a serious face,” the mother responded to the paradox with an implicit strategy.
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Similarly, the child showed feelings of insecurity due to unfamiliarity with the US socio-cultural norms. But his
sense of insecurity was ameliorated by specific guidance from parents and teachers. During the interviews, he
repeated the importance of “what to do and what not to do.” When he was asked about what his parents helped
him most in the US, he replied that the parents always gave him clear instructions on “what to do and what not to
do.” He gave the same answer when asked about why he liked his teacher Ms. Saline. The findings were
consistent with literature showing that appropriate parental or adult authority contributes to young children’s
growth because it promotes their feelings of security (Grusec & Goodnow, 1994).
5.2.3 Integration Paradox 3: “Dominant” Low Expectations vs. “Recessive” High Expectations
The third integration paradox was manifested in parental expectations for the child and the manner in which
these expectations were communicated to the child. While the parents perceived their intergenerational
relationship with the child as closer to the US culture of “democracy,” we found that they were actually more
like the Chinese culture of “patriarchy.” Despite the parents reported that they did not set high expectations for
the child, we found that hidden beneath the “dominant” low expectations were the “recessive” high expectations.
Most studies show that Chinese parents have high expectations for their children (Goyette & Xie, 1999; Suinn,
2010), especially Chinese mothers (Baruth & Manning, 2016). Surprisingly, the parents studied reported that
they did not have high expectations for the child. They did not set any standard for the child’s academic ranking
in class. Also, unlike most middle-class Chinese parents, the parents studied did not impose a variety of
extracurricular activities on the child; instead, they allowed him to make choice by his interest. They advocated
the ways that American children were raised and expected the child to have a joyful and pressure-free childhood.
Instead, the parents stated that they cared more about the child’s life habits, physical and mental health,
personality, logic, oral communication, teamwork and social skills. They believed that these qualities laid the
foundation for the child’s academic success and life wellbeing. As the father said:
“We have low expectations for him [the child]. We only care about whether he has a good
personality, whether he has an international vision, whether he has positive attitudes toward
life and people around him, whether he enjoyed the piano and has an high artistic taste. We
care about if he can think analytically and express him well… With all these abilities, we
won’t worry about his academics and future life.” The father said.
However, the above statement disclosed that the “dominant” low expectations were actually “recessive” high
expectations. The list of claimed “low” expectations, including “good personality,” “international vision,”
“positive attitudes toward life and people,” “high artistic taste,” “think analytically,” and “express well,” were all
high expectations. Also, although the parents asserted that they did not have any specific requirement for the
child’s future job, their high value of education revealed “recessive” high expectations for his future job. The
father expected the child to have a “higher social status” than himself and be a “professor in a university,” as
described below:
“We [the parents] highly value education. Education is the most secure way for upward
social mobility… He [the child] at least should have a higher social status than me after
education… At least he should have a better career than me…maybe he should also be a
professor in a university…”
Consistently, the child said that he did not perceive any specific expectation from the parents. Instead, the
parents “respected” his own decision making. When the child was asked about his own expectations, he said:
“I want to be the top in my class, then I can do all the maths’ questions correctly. I cannot
do them all correctly now, and mum wants me to do them all correctly… I want to have two
PhDs, so that I can be better than Daddy...”
Like his parents the child had high expectations for himself. The parents might have not communicated their
high expectations to the child explicitly, but they implicitly conveyed them by showing favor or unfavor of the
child’s behaviors. While the parents felt that they did not have any specific requirement for the child’s academic
performance, they actually had. For example, the child said that his mother expected him to “do all maths
correctly.” Also, when the child mentioned “two PhDs,” the parents complimented him with “great boy.” The
parents’ recognition and praise implied their “recessive” high expectations, which had been subconsciously
delivered to the child. And then the child internalized and restructured these high expectations for himself.
5.2.4 Integration Paradox 4: Bicultural Competence vs. Bicultural Burden
We found the final paradox in our examination of the family’s motivation for educational adaptation in the US.
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The greatest difference of Chinese visiting scholars and their children from typical Chinese immigrants was their
temporary stay in the US. They would return to China after a year. Herein lied the paradox: the greater
acculturative efforts they made for the child’s bicultural competence, the heavier cultural burden they would
have once they return to China. This paradox was likely to influence the family’s motivation and efforts for
educational adaptation in the host country.
The expected bicultural competence turned out to be bicultural burdens for both the child and the parents. They
had to make greater efforts for the child’s education in the US compared to if they were in China. These efforts
included not only academic and language learning, but also psychological transition into the new socio-cultural
environment. For example, as discussed earlier, the child went through a psychological gap in peer-relationships.
In order to help the child, the mother had to invest in more time and energy in school activities such as course
assignments, donations, social connections, volunteer work, and etc. The mother gave an example:
“When he [the child] wanted to play with Ivy [one of the child’s classmates], I had to figure
out ways to connect with Ivy’s mother, and then created opportunities intentionally for the
two children to play…In China, I did not have to worry about this…”
However, these acculturative efforts were not only unable to bring about expected outcomes but also enlarged
the academic gaps between the child and his age peers in China. The child did not achieve the bicultural
competence as the parents expected. For example, the child did not make an expected “magic” progress in
English in one year. The parents also overestimated the cultural-contact opportunities the child could have with
the local children. Alternatively, the parents had foreseen an enlarged academic gap between the child and his
age peers in China. The differences in language, content knowledge, teaching pedagogy and schooling
environment between the US and Chinese education will pose significant challenges for both the child and the
parents once they return to China. Also, by the time they go back to China the child needs to attend the second
grade of elementary school. Having missed the first-grade schooling in China, the child’s transition into the
second grade would be difficult. The child described his concerns below:
“… I may forget Chinese, I don’t write well (in Chinese). Once I even did not remember
how to speak ‘jellyfish’ in Chinese. One bad thing here in the US is that you may forget
your Chinese. My friends in China might not understand me any more…”
“In China, there is a lot of homework, a lot…lot…lot more than what we have here [in the
US school] … And there is a reading area in the classroom [in the US school], but no such
area inside the classroom in China. I like reading in the classroom rather than going to the
school library…”
Additionally, there would be an enlarged gap in extracurricular activities between the child and his age peers of
similar social class in China. The child used to attend more after-school classes in China than he did in the US,
including piano, ice skating, swimming, checkers, tennis, which were normal activities for middle-class Chinese
children. However, in the US the child did not have access to these classes due to lack of resource and budget.
Therefore, the parents concerned that the acculturative efforts they had made for the child’s educational
adaptation in the US would turn out to be bicultural burdens for them once they return to China’s education
environment. The greater efforts they made for the child’s bicultural competence in the US, the greater burden
they would have to maintain it when they are in China. For example, the parents wished to maintain the child’s
English competency by keeping him watching the US TV channels such as Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, and
etc. However, most of these TV channels are not available in China so they will have to figure out ways to
purchase them. Therefore, the family faced a paradox between bicultural competence and bicultural burden. And
this paradox was likely to reduce the family’s motivation and efforts for educational adaptation in the US.
6. Conclusion and Discussion
Research built upon the Berry’s (1997) model has focused primarily on a cross-cultural psychology approach.
Few have taken a perspective on the process of acculturation or its impact on adaptation outcomes of the
acculturating individuals. This case study examined how one Chinese visiting scholar’s family used the
acculturation strategy for the child’s educational adaptation in the US.
The findings indicated that the parents and the child used integration as the acculturation strategy for educational
adaptation in the US but encountered four integration paradoxes. Their attitudes and behaviors showed both
cultural maintenance (of Chinese culture) and cultural contact (with the US culture) attributive to their
unperceived cultural difference. They both valued Chinese culture and were actively involved in the US culture.
However, four integration paradoxes were manifested in our exploration of the relationship between integration
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and educaational adaptatiion. The perceeived integratioon attitudes annd behaviors oof the parents and the child were
opposed tto their actuall integration aattitudes and behaviors. Thhese integratioon paradoxes were expecte
ed to
moderate and/or mediatte the effect oof integration on educationaal adaptation. The four inteegration parad
doxes
were:
•

Unperrceived culturaal difference vss. perceived laanguage barrieers: The parennts did not percceive many culltural
differeences betweenn the two counttries, but identtified English aas a barrier forr the child’s relationships with
peers and teachers.

•

ng
Chineese vs. US probblem solving sttrategies: The parents perceiived the US ways as more seecure for solvin
the chhild’s school prroblems, but foound the Chineese ways moree effective thouugh less securee.

•

“Dom
minant” low exppectations vs. “recessive” high expectations: The parentts and the childd perceived
“domiinant” low exppectations, but demonstrated “recessive” hiigh expectationns.

•

Biculttural competennce vs. biculturral burden: thee greater accullturative effortts the family m
made for the ch
hild’s
bicultuural competennce in the US, tthe greater bicultural burdenn they would haave once they return to China.

The findinngs of these inntegration paraadoxes contribuute to a new thheoretical persspective to exaamine the effe
ect of
acculturatiion strategy (inntegration) onn educational aadaptation of aacculturating cchildren and thheir families. Thus,
T
we proposse a theoreticcal frameworkk for integratiion, integratioon paradoxes and educationnal adaptation, as
presented in Figure 3 beelow. The moddel shows: 1) the expected eeffects of the ddegree of integgration on the four
integrationn paradoxes (gaps betweeen the perceiived and actuual integratioon attitudes aand behaviorss) of
acculturatiing individualss; 2) the expeccted effects off the four integgration paradoxxes on educatiional adaptatio
on; 3)
the expectted moderated and/or mediatted effects of iintegration parradoxes on thee relationship bbetween integrration
and educattional adaptation.

F
Figure 3. A theeoretical modell for integratioon, integration paradoxes andd educational aadaptation
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Since this is a case study on one single family, caution is warranted when making sense of these results,
particularly as it relates to the validity and generalizability of these claims. Variables such as gender, length of
stay, prior international exposure, socio-economic status, immigration intentions, etc. can influence acculturation
strategies and educational adaptation of visiting scholars’ families. While admitting these limitations, we believe
that the findings of these integration paradoxes open up opportunities for new perspectives to examine
acculturation strategy and educational adaptation. Future research can delve into how the integration attitudes
and behaviors impact the gaps between the perceived and actual integration attitudes and behaviors of
acculturating individuals and groups (integration paradoxes) and how these gaps impact educational adaptation.
More importantly, future research should explore alternative integration paradoxes and their potential moderated
and/or mediated effects on the association between acculturation strategy and educational adaptation. Related to
study design, future research using either quantitative or qualitative methodology can benefit from longitudinal
studies with larger and more varied samples.
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Appendix A
Interview Protocols
Section 1: Acculturation Strategy
1.

Cultural maintenance (How do you identify yourself with the US culture as opposed Chinese culture?)
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) How do you describe Chinese culture and the US
culture? How to you perceive the similarity and/or
difference between the two cultures?

1) What Chinese aspects are interesting to
you? Why do you find them interesting?

2) Do you describe your life style (e.g. food, media
preference) as more Chinese or Americanized?

3) How often do you speak Chinese as
opposed to English at home? When and
where with whom do you speak it?

3) How important is it for your child to maintain
Chinese language and Chinese culture in the US?
Why?
4) Is there any difficulty for your child to maintain or
learn Chinese culture here in the US?
5) How well does your child read and write in
Chinese? And in English? How often do you speak
Chinese as opposed to English with your child?
How does your child react to that?
6) What does your child do after school that is
Chinese cultural-socially related?
2.

2) How do you feel to be a Chinese here in
the US?

4) How do you read and write in Chinese
compared to English? Do you worry if
you cannot write and read Chinese as
well as your peers in China?
5) I know from your mother/father that you
attend these events related to Chinese
culture. Can you tell us more about
them? What is interesting or not so
interesting?

Cultural contact (How do you wish to involve in the US culture as opposed to Chinese culture?)
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) How often do you socialize with American as
opposed to Chinese? How much do you expect
your child to socialize/interact with American
as opposed to Chinese?

1) How often do you play or hang out with your
American friends? And how often do you
play and hand out with your Chinese
friends?

2) Do you perceive any discrimination in the US?

2) How do your teachers and peers like you?

Section 2: Educational Adaptation
1.

The child’s relationships with peers and teachers
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) How do you think about your child’s
relationship with his teachers and peers in the
US school? What do you think are the
barriers that hinder your child from better
interaction with his teachers and peers? Why?

1) How do you like your school in the US? How
do you like your teachers and peers in the US
school? What are your likes/dislikes of the US
school?

2) How is the school experience of your child in
the US different from what it was in China?
3) What do you think the school should do to
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2) How is your school experience in the U.S
different from what it was in China?
3) What do you think the biggest barrier for you
to interact with teaches and peers?
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Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

help your child better adjust to the US
culture?

4) What do you think the US school should do to
help you better adapt to it?

4) What and with whom do you expect your child
to do/be more in their social activities in the
school or after the school?
2.

5) What and with whom do you expect to do/be
more in their social activities in the school or
after the school?

Academic and non-academic problem solving
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) What academic problems does your child have
in the US school? Did he encounter the
similar or different problems in the China’s
school?

1) Do you have any academic problems in the
US school? How about in China’s school?

2) What other problems does your child have in
the US school? Did he encounter the similar
or different problems in the China’s school?

2) Do you have any problems with your teachers
and/or peers in the US school? How about in
China’s school?
3) How do you solve these problems in the US
school? And how did you solve problems in
China’s school if any?

3) How do you help your child solve these
problems in the US compared to in China?

4) Whom do you seek for help if you cannot solve
these problems by yourself in the US?
Parents? Teachers or Peers? How do they
help you? And how about in China?

4) Do you prefer to use the Chinese or the US
ways/strategies to help your child solve the
problems in the US? Any difference?
3.
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Academic expectations for the child
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) How would you describe the characteristic of Chinese
culture in terms of its reflection on parental expectations
for children as opposed to the US culture?

1) How do you think about your current
academic performance in the US
school? What rank do you expect
yourself to be in the class? Why?

2) What are your family beliefs about the value of
education? And how these beliefs about the value of
education affect your academic expectations for their
child?
3) How do you like your child’s current academic
performance? What rank in class do you wish your child
could be at the school? Why?
4) What do you expect your child to be and do in the future?
5) How do you communicate these beliefs and expectations
to your child?
6) Do you take your child to any extracurricular classes?
Why?
7) How do you involve in your child’s assignment, school
work, and after-school extracurricular classes?
8) How do you know about your child’s own expectations
for their own academic achievement? What do you think
of his expectations for himself?
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2) What do you parents think about your
current school performance? And
how do you get to know that?
3) What do you expect to be and do in
the future?
4) What do your parents expect you to
do or to be in future? And how do you
get to know that?
5) What role do your parents play in
your assignment, school work, and
after-school extracurricular classes?
How do you like the way they involve
in these activities?
6) What aspects of Chinese
parenting/culture are you proud of,
and what aspects of Chinese
parenting/culture you do not like?
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Motivation for educational adaptation in the US
Parents’ Questions

Child’s Questions

1) How well do you expect your child to adapt to the US
education environment?

1) How do you like the school in
the US?

2) How well do you think your child has adapted to the US
education environment?

2) Do you like to go back to the
school in China?

3) What do you see as the advantage of the child after
one-year education in the US compared to his peers in
China?
4) How do you plan to help the child maintain the US ways
(e.g. English competency) when he is back to China?

3) Do you think you speak better
English compared to your
friends in China? What else do
you think you know more than
your peers in China?

5) What problems do you foresee if the child goes back to
China? How do you concern about these problems?

4) Do you have any worries going
back to the school in China?

6) How do you plan to help the child better adapt to the
Chinese education environment when he is back to China?
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